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"Meet Cat. Cat sits, runs, and plays. But at the end of the day,
Cat can sure use a nap"-Several dinosaur hunters went on an expedition in South
America hoping to find fossils of birds from the time of the
dinosaurs. What they found instead were hundreds of fossils
of dinosaur eggs, some with un-hatched baby dinosaurs
inside. This was something that had never been found before!
Here is a fascinating look at dinosaur egg fossils and
dinosaurs in general, written in accessible language so kids
can read it all by themselves.
From their first steps in the African grassland to their first time
using their trunks to drink water, baby elephants are
fascinating and beautiful creatures! Learn all sorts of
interesting facts about baby elephants in this Level 3 reader.
Snail-Snaily-Snails is a fun, informative book perfect for
young readers! They're slimy, they're small, and they're slow.
Some call them pests, and some call them a delicacy. What
are they? Snails! Kids will learn all about these crawly
creatures in this fact-and-photo-filled nonfiction reader.
Ever want to know more about those mysterious creatures
inside the circular shells? This is a great guide for children
who want to know more about those amazingly, awesome
snails! This book provides a detailed, scientific look at the
physical characteristics of snails, their habitats, method of
movement, shell development, mating habits, egg
development and lifecycle. Includes dramatic and detailed
color photos of the snail in its natural habitat. Great for school
research for students in grades 4-8 or just plain kidinquisitiveness about these slimy but amazing creatures.
This nonfiction reader shines a light on Thomas Edison and
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his greatest invention—the lightbulb! As a curious child who
was always asking questions, it's no wonder Thomas Edison
grew up to become a famous, prolific inventor. This easy-toread nonfiction story follows Edison from his time in school to
his career as a full-time inventor. While it focuses on his
groundbreaking creation of the lightbulb, this illuminating
account also details other important innovations of his, like
the phonograph and the microphone. Edison's discoveries will
fascinate and inspire all curious young minds!
Easy-to-read text and photographs follow the growth of a
duck from incubation to adulthood.
Slimy Snail sets out on a trail. But where exactly does he go?
Up a hill, over a bridge, down a slope . . . Things are not
always as they seem in this delightful outdoor adventure by
the acclaimed Ruth Brown.
Complemented by photographs supplied by Noah's Ark
Animal Sanctuary, the true story of an American black bear, a
lion and a Bengal tiger describes how they were rescued
several years ago and became unexpected friends.
Simultaneous.
Kids will love reading all about the panda Mei Lan, born at the
Atlanta Zoo in September 2006. Through her story, they'll
learn about what newborn pandas are like (they're the size of
a stick of butter!), about their development, and about what
life is like for pandas in the wild. This book also touches on
efforts to protect this endangered species.
Children will laugh out loud as they watch the young simian
stars of this book swing through one very busy day. From
cheering one another on at baseball games, to dancing the
conga at a lively party, these monkeys know how to have a
great time-all in rhyme!
This all-new friendship-themed Step 2 Step into Reading
leveled reader features the brave birds from Nickelodeon's
Top Wing--plus stickers! Boys and girls ages 4 to 6 will love
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this Step 2 Step into Reading leveled reader featuring Top
Wing cadets Swift, Rod, Penny, Brody as they zoom into
action to get everyone to a friendship party in time! It's perfect
for Valentine's Day or any day--plus it features more than 30
stickers! Step 2 readers use basic vocabulary and short
sentences to tell simple stories. For children who recognize
familiar words and can sound out new words with help.
Terrestrial mollusks, the second largest phylum in the animal
kingdom, are vitally important to the earth's ecology. With the
publication of Land Snails and Slugs of the Pacific Northwest,
a definitive and comprehensive guide to snails and slugs of
Oregon, Washington, Idaho, and western Montana is finally
available. Primarily an identification guide, this richly
illustrated volume offers complete information on the range of
terrestrial mollusk shapes, sizes, and characteristics. It
presents an overview of their habitat requirements as well as
details of land snail and slug ecology, collection and
preservation methods, and biogeography. Land Snails and
Slugs of the Pacific Northwest is an essential reference for
biologists, horticulturalists, gardeners, and naturalists, and
anyone wishing to identify species in the field. * Identification
keys and species accounts for most of the 245 taxa of
terrestrial slugs and snails in the region * 280 full-color
photographs of 155 species and subspecies * Range maps
for most species
Learn to read with Ilene Cooper's adorable beagle puppy,
Lucy! Lucy likes to run. She likes to bark. She likes to chew
and howl. But when Bobby and his family take her to a lake,
she finds out there's one thing she doesn't like—the water!
Step 3 (Reading on Your Own) is for children who are ready
to read independently. Step 3 titles have stories with easy-tofollow plots and engaging characters.
This educational snail kids book presents facts along with full
color photographs and carefully chosen words to teach
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children about the Snail.Packed with facts about the snail,
your children or grandchildren will enjoy learning from start to
finish while they read this snail books for kids. This kids snail
book was a pleasure to write, and knowing that children learn
from it made it all worthwhile! If you want to learn about the
snail, you will enjoy this kids book snails. Learn many
interesting facts and see some beautiful photographs as the
snails are seen in their natural habitat. The gorgeous
photographs will keep your child engaged from beginning to
end. Included in the paperback version are some coloring
pages for your child!Note: This book is suitable for children 5
years or age and older, although younger children will enjoy it
if you share it with them.Grab your copy NOW by clicking the
buy button at the top right of the page.
A family learns about raising chickens when they buy baby
chicks from a local farm, in a skill-building story that combines
large-type introductory text and picture clues, designed for
children who know the alphabet and are ready to read.
Simultaneous.

When you ask people what pets they have the
typical response is a dog, cat, or even a pet fish. A
less common response would be a pet land snail.
Many people are not aware of the adorable and
hardy land mollusks, more commonly referred to as
land snails. There are over 60,000 species of land
snails, and of those, there are 4 common species
that are kept as pets. In this book, we share
interesting facts, as well as a complete care guide to
keeping land snails. Snails we talk about are the
Giant African Land Snail, Helix Aspersa, Milk Snails,
and Bulimulus land snails.
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A collection of reissued stories with simple
vocabulary featuring Dick, Jane, and other familiar
characters.
Presents an introduction to the physical
characteristics, behavior, and habitats of various
types of lizards.
From snuggling with their mother for warmth to
venturing outside their den for the first time, the lives
of baby otters are captured as they eat, rest, play
and eventually learn how to swim in the icy waters.
Original.
Find out more about this famous Founding Father!
With his face on the ten-dollar bill and an awardwinning musical about his life, it's clear that
Alexander Hamilton's story is one worth telling.
Despite feeling like an outsider, Hamilton fought hard
to form a united nation with a strong central
government--and many of his ideas are still relevant
today! With this illustrated leveled reader, kids can
learn more about the man who, in many ways, was a
true American hero.
From creatures that glow in the deep sea to ones
that look like they have two heads, this book profiles
some of the planet's most far-out and strange
animals. Original.
Get to know the tallest animals on earth—giraffes!—in
this Level 3 reader. Giraffes have been a source of
interest for thousands of years. Some were even
kept as pets in Egypt! As the tallest animals on
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Earth—some can be nineteen feet tall—giraffes are
distinct, and their anatomy makes them only more
interesting. Did you know that giraffes have the
same number of neck bones that humans do?
Giraffes also have tongues that are blue-black in
color and more than a foot long. You can learn all
about giraffes in this exciting book!
Even though his much loved pet fish can swim, eat,
and blow bubbles, Max wants an animal that can
dance.
A young snail faces many challenges as it tries to grow safely
into an adult. All the facts a young child needs to understand
the life of this intriguing backyard creature are packed into
Backyard Books: Are You a Snail? by Judy Allen with
illustrations by Tudor Humphries.
Level Three From tigers to cougars and leopards to lions, this
book is a great introduction to big cats. Topics discussed
include hunting techniques, sleeping habits, color patterns,
and the importance of preserving the cats' habitats.
Introduces the world of snails, sharing key characteristics
while explaining how they are regarded as both a pest and a
delicacy.
Did you know that bats are not blind? That the smallest bat is
the size of a bee? That bats won't really fly into your hair?
Kids will learn all this and more in this exciting book about
one of nature's most misunderstood creatures.
Level 3. This book features some of the most disgusting, farout bugs on the planet. Learn how a scorpion uses its poison,
discover how the jumping spider hunts, and more!
Did you know that some mummies have glass eyes, and
some have wings? And that there are cat mummies and bird
mummies? And that some people ate powdered mummy?
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This book has a lot of amazing mummy facts!
Discover the desert in this fact-packed leveled reader!
Welcome to the Gobi Desert, where you can find camels,
scorpions, and even snow leopards! Explore this huge habitat
and meet the many creatures that call it home. But keep an
eye out for the ones that are no longer alive, too--the Gobi
may have more dinosaur fossils than any other place on
Earth! Learn more about this amazing place as well as how
you can help protect and preserve it for future generations.
After his friend, the tadpole, becomes a frog and leaves the
pond to explore the world, a little fish decides that maybe he
should not remain in the pond either.
Learn all about hamsters in this fact-and-photo-filled book for
young readers! Their tiny feet scamper across cages and
sprint on exercise wheels. Their little noses sniff the air and
their whiskers twitch as they stuff their cheeks with food. As
some of the most adorable members of the rodent family,
hamsters make very popular pets. Especially in the
classroom! In this nonfiction reader, kids will learn all about
how to care for these cute critters.
With a bag of seeds and a pot on his head, John Chapman
set out West to plant apple trees. He made lots of friends and
planted lots of trees. Pretty soon, people started to call him
Johnny Appleseed.
Darwin made a powerful argument for evolution in the Origin
of Species, based on all the evidence available to him. But a
few things puzzled him. One was how inheritance works - he
did not know about genes. This book concerns another of
Darwin's Dilemmas, and the efforts of modern
palaeontologists to solve it. What puzzled Darwin is that the
most very ancient rocks, before the Cambrian, seemed to be
barren, when he would expect them to be teeming with life.
Darwin speculated that this was probably because the fossils
had not been found yet. Decades of work by modern
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palaeontologists have indeed brought us amazing fossils from
far beyond the Cambrian, from the depths of the
Precambrian, so life was certainly around. Yet the fossils are
enigmatic, and something does seem to happen around the
Cambrian to speed up evolution drastically and produce many
of the early forms of animals we know today. In this book,
Martin Brasier, a leading palaeontologist working on early life,
takes us into the deep, dark ages of the Precambrian to
explore Darwin's Lost World. Decoding the evidence in these
ancient rocks, piecing together the puzzle of what happened
over 540 million years ago to drive what is known as the
Cambrian Explosion, is very difficult. The world was vastly
different then from the one we know now, and we are in
terrain with few familiar landmarks. Brasier is a master
storyteller, and combines the account of what we now know
of the strange creatures of these ancient times with engaging
and amusing anecdotes from his expeditions to Siberia, Outer
Mongolia, Barbuda, and other places, giving a vivid
impression of the people, places, and challenges involved in
such work. He ends by presenting his own take on the
Cambrian Explosion, based on the picture emerging from this
very active field of research. A vital clue involves worms burrowing worms are one of the key signs of the start of the
Cambrian. This is fitting: Darwin was inordinately fond of
worms.
Looks at the places animals call home, with a snail knowing
that his home is on his back.
This adorable book all about sloths is perfect for young
animal-lovers! This fact-and-photo-filled book features one of
the cutest and most unique animals out there--the sloth! Did
you know that sloths sleep up to twenty hours a day? Did you
know they descend from their trees once a week to go to the
bathroom? In this nonfiction reader, kids will learn all about
this sleepy, slow-moving mammal.
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When Tiny was a puppy, he fit inside a shoe. He fit in a bag,
and he even fit in a pocket. Then Tiny grew, and now he is
too big for his doghouse. He is too big to lick his friend's
face--yuck! Young readers will enjoy this sweet, funny story
about a very big dog who was once a tiny puppy. Not since
Clifford has a big dog been so appealing!
Vroom zoom with Bud as he tries to win the race! Bud always
loves to be muddy. When he enters a race, he gets distracted
by a mud puddle! Should he jump in, or finish the race?
Shazam(TM), the World's Mightiest Mortal, swoops in to save
the day in this DC Super Friends Step into Reading book!
Shazam(TM), Wonder Woman(TM), Superman(TM), and the
rest of the DC Super Friends(TM) star in this all-new Step 2
Step into Reading leveled reader. Boys and girls ages 4 to 6
will love learning about the World's Mightiest Mortal in this fun
reader. Step 2 readers use basic vocabulary and short
sentences to tell simple stories. Step 2 is for children who
recognize familiar words and can sound out new words with
help.
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